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ABSTRACT Most species have at least some level of genetic structure. Recent simulation studies have
shown that it is important to consider population structure when sampling individuals to infer past
population history. The relevance of the results of these computer simulations for empirical studies,
however, remains unclear. In the present study, we use DNA sequence datasets collected from two closely
related species with very different histories, the selfing species Capsella rubella and its outcrossing relative
C. grandiflora, to assess the impact of different sampling strategies on summary statistics and the inference
of historical demography. Sampling strategy did not strongly influence the mean values of Tajima’s D in
either species, but it had some impact on the variance. The general conclusions about demographic history
were comparable across sampling schemes even when resampled data were analyzed with approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC). We used simulations to explore the effects of sampling scheme under differ-
ent demographic models. We conclude that when sequences from modest numbers of loci (,60) are
analyzed, the sampling strategy is generally of limited importance. The same is true under intermediate
or high levels of gene flow (4Nm . 2–10) in models in which global expansion is combined with either local
expansion or hierarchical population structure. Although we observe a less severe effect of sampling than
predicted under some earlier simulation models, our results should not be seen as an encouragement to
neglect this issue. In general, a good coverage of the natural range, both within and between populations,
will be needed to obtain a reliable reconstruction of a species’s demographic history, and in fact, the effect
of sampling scheme on polymorphism patterns may itself provide important information about demo-
graphic history.
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Since the seminal work of Sewall Wright (1931), one of the main
concerns of population genetics has been the description and expla-
nation of genetic variation within and between populations and spe-
cies (Lewontin 1991). To a large extent, this is still true, and the
already immense body of literature on the subject continues to grow.
Many recent studies have somewhat neglected population structure,
concentrating instead on inference of past demographic events, such
as bottlenecks or population expansion, through advanced coalescent
simulations in single populations or assuming a single population (e.g.
Thornton and Andolfatto 2006). These inferences have often been
based on “pooled” data. Typically, a rather limited number of chro-
mosomes (at least compared with the number often employed in
“classical” population genetics studies) are sampled in a few popula-
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tions across the range of the species of interest and sequenced at
a group of loci. When sequences are collected across the range, they
are then pooled and analyzed. Generally, the analysis starts by calcu-
lating some summary of the site frequency spectrum such as Tajima’s
D (Tajima 1989), Fu and Li’s D (Fu and Li 1993), Fay and Wu’s H
(Fay and Wu 2000), or of the joint frequency spectrum, such as
Wright fixation indices (Wright 1965), when many populations are
considered. Among these summaries of the site frequency spectrum,
Tajima’s D was the first to be developed and has certainly been the
most popular. It belongs to a large family of “neutrality” tests that
compare different estimates of the population mutation rate, u ¼ 4Nem
(Zeng et al. 2006), where Ne is the effective population size and m is
the mutation rate. The key idea behind these tests is that some esti-
mators of u = 4Nem will be more sensitive than others to specific
departures from the standard neutral model. Comparing two estim-
ators of u should then indicate the type of departure experienced by the
population. For example, Tajima’s D is calculated by taking the dif-
ference between up, the nucleotide diversity, which is based on pairwise
differences between sequences, and uW, which is based on the num-
ber of segregating sites, the latter being more sensitive than the former
to an excess of rare variants (Tajima 1989), resulting in a negative
value when there is an excess of rare variants and a positive value
when there is an excess of intermediate frequency variants. Tajima’s D
is versatile and generally has more statistical power to detect a selective
sweep than do other single tests based on the site frequency spectrum
(Simonsen et al. 1995; Przeworski 2002), though as most other such
tests, it tends to have low power when considering a single locus.
Today with the coming of age of powerful coalescent simulation tools,
single-summary statistics such as Tajima’s D are rarely used alone to
infer demographic history, but they remain important as input for
approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) analysis and for the insights
they provide on the underlying genealogical process.

Recent papers (Städler et al. 2009; Chikhi et al. 2010) building on
earlier theoretical work by Wakeley (1999; 2001), Wakeley and Aliacar
(2001), Ray et al. (2003), and De and Durrett (2007) drew attention to
the fact that pooling of data across populations can be a problem for
demographic inferences. Briefly, the question is whether one can rea-
sonably expect to recover the true species history from a sample of
sequences originating from a single deme (local sampling) or pooled
from a limited number of demes across the natural range (pooled
sampling) when the species is geographically and genetically struc-
tured. Simulation studies of simple models of population structure,
such as the island model and the stepping-stone model, suggest that
local sampling or pooled sampling tends to result in a higher fre-
quency of intermediate frequency polymorphisms than expected in
a panmictic population, leading to positive Tajima’s D (De and Dur-
rett 2007; Städler et al. 2009). Collection of a single sample from each
population (scattered sampling) or random sampling would, on the
other hand, result in a frequency spectrum more similar to expect-
ations under the standard neutral model, with a Tajima’s D around
zero (De and Durrett 2007; Städler et al. 2009).

However, in many empirical datasets, pooled samples have a lower
Tajima’s D than local samples (e.g. Ptak and Przeworski 2002). Ptak
and Przeworski (2002) observed a trend of a more negative Tajima’s D
as more ethnicities are included in human datasets. They interpreted
this as the result of a combination of population structure and growth
and confirmed with limited simulations that such a pattern can be
created in a model including both population structure and expansion.
Using more extensive simulations, Städler et al. (2009) verified that
such a model can result in negative estimates of Tajima’s D in scat-
tered and pooled samples under a wide range of migration rates and

that the estimate based on local samples is either positive or at least
less negative (4N0m ¼ 0.5–100, where N0 is the population size and m
is the migration rate). This clearly shows that sampling can have an
effect on the estimation of Tajima’s D and therefore can influence the
interpretation of the data. For example, a positive Tajima’s D across
genes is often interpreted as a sign of a population size decrease, but if
local sampling in a structured population of stable size can result in
positive values, it is easy to draw the wrong conclusion. This problem
is not restricted to the estimation of Tajima’s D; sampling can also
affect the inference of population history in full Bayesian methods or
ABC methods (Chikhi et al. 2010; Peter et al. 2010). Population
structure, if not properly accounted for, can, for example, lead to
the detection of spurious bottlenecks (Chikhi et al. 2010).

Simulation studies thus indicate that sampling can in some
circumstances have a serious impact on the inference of population
history. However, by necessity, the demographic models implemented
in coalescent simulations remain fairly simple. The basic model in
Städler et al. (2009), which we build upon in this paper, involves an
ancestral population that splits instantly into I demes at time t in the
past. Individual demes all have the same constant population size
through time and are connected through migration. Both an n-island
model and a stepping-stone model are considered. In the equilibrium
model, t is assumed to be very large, and the total size of the sub-
divided population is equal to the size of the ancestral population. In
the global expansion model in which range expansion is simulated by
fragmenting an ancestral population instantaneously into I demes, the
global population size over the demes is larger than the ancestral size,
thereby simulating global expansion; however, it does not include
population expansion within demes. We note that this procedure
can therefore result in an initial bottleneck of each single deme; the
same is true for the equilibrium model of Städler et al. (2009). Addi-
tionally, the study did not consider hierarchical population structure,
a rather common feature of natural populations with important impli-
cations for population genetics inferences (Robertson 1975). Städler
et al. (2009) tested the effect of the pooled and local sampling schemes
on estimates of Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s D from multilocus data
from wild tomatoes, but unfortunately, the data were too limited to
implement the scattered sampling scheme.

Although the studies by Städler et al. (2009) and Chikhi et al.
(2010) are both timely and important reminders of the importance
of population structure and sampling schemes and have already had
an impact on the way empirical studies are conducted (e.g. Li et al.
2010; Wheat et al. 2010), the general relevance of their results for
empirical datasets remains untested. In the present study, our first
goal is to explore the impact of sampling on demographic inferences
within two empirical datasets with divergent population structure and
history and with a number of loci in the same range as many sequence
studies on natural populations of nonmodel organisms (13–16 loci).
This contrasts with the simulations of Städler et al. (2009), which
assumed 1000 independent loci. Second, we want to compare these
results with comparable simulated datasets to explore the effect of
hierarchical structure and expansion within demes, which was not
considered previously. The two investigated species are Capsella ru-
bella and Capsella grandiflora, two closely related species with con-
trasting population histories and population structures. The selfing
species C. rubella derived recently from C. grandiflora (around
13,000 to 70,000 years ago) and underwent a severe bottleneck fol-
lowed by a population expansion (Foxe et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2009;
St. Onge et al. 2011). C. rubella shows high values of Wright fixation
index FST, and Bayesian clustering methods give many clusters with
a large amount of admixture (St. Onge et al. 2011). In contrast, FST
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values in C. grandiflora are low. but the species exhibits a clear pop-
ulation genetic structure with three well-delineated clusters showing
either evidence of weak population growth or no departure from the
standard neutral model (St. Onge et al. 2011).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Populations and subsampled datasets
Populations of C. grandiflora and C. rubella, previously described in
St. Onge et al. (2011), were combined with additional populations: num-
bers 83, 86, 87, 133, 135 in C. grandiflora and numbers 32, 39, 4, 6, 8, 63
in C. rubella (supporting information, Table S1). The total number of
individuals was 79 and 95 in C. grandiflora and C. rubella, respectively.
Briefly, the original populations (core populations) consisted of seven
populations of each species, with 6 to 12 individuals each. Five of our C.
grandiflora core populations originated from northwestern Greece, and
two originated from the Greek island of Corfu. Six of our C. rubella core
populations originated from southern Italy and Sicily, and one originated
from northeastern Spain. Five additional populations were added to
the C. grandiflora populations with 2 individuals each, 3 from north-
western Greece and two from southern Albania. Six additional pop-
ulations, from Italy, Spain, France, and Luxembourg, were added to
the C. rubella populations with 1 to 3 individuals each.

These datasets were subsampled into 3 different datasets corre-
sponding to three different sampling strategies (Table 1), and this sub-
sampling was replicated four times within each species, giving a total of
24 subsampled datasets for analysis. Following Wakeley (1999; 2001)
and Städler et al. (2009), we defined three basic sampling schemes:
local, pooled, and scattered (Figure 1). Local samples contain n indi-
viduals from a single deme. Pooled samples contain several individuals
sampled from several demes. Finally, scattered samples include single
individuals from each of n different demes. In each species, the pop-
ulations were randomly subsampled to create 4 random samples in
each of the three sampling schemes, resulting in a total of 12 subsam-
ples in each species. Each local subsample consisted of 12 individuals
sampled from the same geographic population. Due to the limit in the
size of the some populations, the 4 populations with the highest num-
ber of individuals were used as the local subsamples for each species.
The pooled subsamples were obtained by sampling the 12 individuals
from 4 populations (three individuals from each), and finally, the scat-
tered subsamples consisted of 12 individuals sampled in as many pop-
ulations. Individuals and populations were chosen randomly for both
the pooled and scattered subsamples, except for populations with fewer
than 3 individuals, which were excluded from the pooled subsamples to
keep equal numbers of sampled individuals per population. In total for
each species, we analyzed 12 subsamples each with sequence data from
12 individuals (Table 1). Because of the high levels of inbreeding in C.
rubella, the data from this species was treated as haploid and the same
was done for C. grandiflora for comparison of summary statistics.

Sequence data
Sequence data were collected for 16 and 13 genes in C. grandiflora and
C. rubella, respectively (Table S2). Details of PCR and sequencing of

these genes can be found in St. Onge et al. (2011). Briefly, PCR
primers were designed using the A. thaliana reference genome to
amplify 500–700 bp fragments, including both exons and introns.
The forward and reverse strands of these fragments were sequenced
directly at the Macrogen sequencing facility in Korea. The sequences
were aligned and edited using CodonCode Aligner v2.0.6 (Codon-
Code, Dedham, MA). The software PHASE 2.1 ( Stephens et al.
2001; Stephens and Donnelly 2003), implemented in DNAsp v4.50
(Librado and Rozas 2009) was used to generate haplotypes. We also
cloned and sequenced several PCR-products of each gene, except for
AT3G62890 and AT4G08920, and this information was used to im-
prove phase determination by including known haplotypes in PHASE.

Population structure
A previous analysis of genetic structure in the two species showed that
3 distinct genetic clusters are present in the seven C. grandiflora core
populations, and that at least 5 clusters with some admixture are
present in the seven C. rubella core populations (St. Onge et al.
2011). For this study, we reran the STRUCTURE analysis described
in St. Onge et al. (2011) with the newly sequenced individuals from
the additional populations. Briefly, we used the Bayesian clustering
algorithm in the program STRUCTURE 2.2 (Pritchard et al. 2000) to
investigate the probability of 1 to 12 clusters (K). For this analysis, we
used the complete sequences of each sequenced locus as haplotypes,
excluding singletons. For each value of K, the program was run 10
times using the admixture model with uncorrelated allele frequencies,
burn-in period of 100,000, and run length of 500,000, at which stage
convergence was achieved (Figure S3). To evaluate the optimal num-
ber of genetic clusters, delta K was calculated according to Evanno
et al. (2005). We also report the LnP(D) values in File S1. Because they
are not informative, singletons were excluded as well as individuals
with more than 50% missing data.

To be able to compare our results with those reported in Städler
et al. (2009), we also estimated Wright’s fixation indices (Wright 1951,
1965) using an AMOVA based on pairwise differences (Excoffier et al.

n Table 1 Sampling schemes used in both C. rubella and C. grandiflora

Sampling Scheme
Number of
Populations

Number of Individuals
per Population

Number of
Individuals

Number Subsamples in
Each Sampling Scheme

Local 1 12 12 4
Pooled 4 3 12 4
Scattered 12 1 12 4

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the three sampling schemes: (A)
local, (B) scattered, and (C) pooled. Boxes represent sampled popu-
lations and dots represent sampled individuals.
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1992) implemented in Arlequin v3.5 (Excoffier et al. 2005). As there is
some missing data, we followed the suggestion of the software authors
and used a locus-by-locus AMOVA rather than a standard AMOVA.
Significance of FST was tested by 1000 permutations of haplotypes
among populations.

Summary statistics
Watterson’s estimate of the population mutation rate (uW) (Watterson
1975), the number of segregating sites (S), the nucleotide diversity (p),
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), and Fu and Li’s D (Fu and Li 1993) were
calculated for all sites using the libsequence C++ library (Thornton
2003). In C. grandiflora, we also considered only the synonymous sites
to avoid potential effects of selection. Synonymous site were also
considered in C. rubella for comparison with the synonymous statis-
tics of C. grandiflora; however, it should be noted that data are very
limited in the haploid synonymous dataset of C. rubella due to the low
variation in this species. All calculations were done separately for each
of the 12 subsamples and for the whole dataset in each species. Aver-
ages and variances for each sampling scheme were calculated by first
averaging each locus across the four replicates and then averaging over
all loci.

ABC analysis
To infer the demographic history of species, one seldom relies only
upon raw summary statistics of the frequency spectrum. Instead, one
uses them within ABC (Lopes and Beaumont 2010) analysis or likeli-
hood models. We therefore conducted an ABC analysis using the
program SEQLIB v1.0 (De Mita et al. 2007) on all 12 subsamples of
C. rubella and C. grandiflora. This analysis was conducted following
St. Onge et al. (2011), using synonymous sites for C. grandiflora and
total sites for C. rubella. Analysis was done with somewhat shorter
runs; 250,000 samples were generated in both the initial and ABC
steps. Because this number of samples gave similar results to our
previous study using this program, 250,000 samples were considered
adequate. The summary statistics used here are the nucleotide diver-
sity (p), Watterson’s estimator of the population mutation rate (uW),
and the number of unique haplotypes (excluding singletons) (K), and
these statistics were calculated for 16 loci in C. grandiflora and 13 in
C. rubella. In the initial step, 5% or 10% of samples in C. rubella and
C. grandiflora, respectively, were kept on which the new prior ranges
were based. The model probabilities were based on the acceptance
rate from the ABC step using an absolute acceptance threshold of a
Euclidean distance of 0.05 or less from the real data. We tested the
same demographic models tested in St. Onge et al. (2011): (i) a stan-
dard neutral model (SNM) that includes one parameter (u, the pop-
ulation mutation rate); (ii) a population expansion model (PEM) with
two parameters (u and a, an exponential growth factor); (iii) an in-
stant change model with three parameters [u, the time of population
size change (T), and the population mutation rate of the ancestral
population (uA)]; and (iv) a bottleneck model (BNM) with four
parameters [u, time since end of bottleneck (T), duration of bottleneck
(d), and size of the population during the bottleneck (f)]. See supple-
mentary text in File S1 for further details.

Simulations
To understand the nature of the discrepancy between our results
(minimal effects of sampling on summary statistics) and those of
Städler et al. (2009) and thereby the robustness of the latter, we used
computer simulations. The simulations and figures were produced
with the program Sampling v0.5 (http://guanine.evolbio.mpg.de/
sampling/), the program used by Städler et al. (2009) (Figures 4 and

5), or with slightly modified versions of it (Figure 6A, B). The model
implemented in this program considers a large ancestral population,
which instantaneously splits into subdivided populations at time t
with migration between them, 4Nm, and an expansion factor b. We
first used Sampling with and without expansion to compare simulated
results to our empirical results by assuming 20 demes and 16 loci, the
number of loci used in the present study. Using Sampling without
expansion, we varied the number of loci to assess the robustness of the
results to the number of loci used. Then using Sampling with expan-
sion, we drew contour plots of Tajima’s D for different values of the
time at which population expansion started (t) and of the population
expansion factor (b) under local and pooled samplings. Finally, the
models implemented in Städler et al. (2009) are rather simplistic, with
an instantaneous shift from an ancestral population to subdivided
populations that likely exacerbates the differences between the dif-
ferent sampling schemes more than a progressive shift toward
an n-island model would do. To test the robustness of the model
to departures from the patterns seen in Städler et al. (2009), we
made two simple modifications to the basic model implemented
by Sampling. First their global expansion model does not consider
growth of individual populations but only a relative increase of the
global population size compared with the ancestral population. We
therefore added exponential growth (a ¼ 25) to each subpopulation
in the Wright island model with 100 demes without recombination.
Twenty individuals were sampled. Second, we implemented a simple
hierarchical model in which the ancestral population first splits into
two main populations that then split into subpopulations, but other-
wise use the same parameters as the Städler et al. (2009) global
expansion model. Looking backward, demes 1 to 50 merge into
a single deme and population 51 to 100 into another deme of the
same size at time t ¼ 1, and these two remaining demes merged into
a single ancestral deme at time t ¼ 2. At each stage, we assume
a Wright island model with no recombination, and 20 individuals
were sampled. The final number of subpopulations was the same as
in the model of Städler et al. (2009), and migration was possible
between the two initial subpopulations as well as among the final
subpopulations. This model included global expansion but no ex-
pansion within local populations. The modified Sampling code is
available from M. Lascoux.

RESULTS

Genetic diversity and population structure
Summary statistics of the total dataset for our two species are reported
in Table S2. Although the present dataset is somewhat larger than that
presented in St. Onge et al. (2011), diversity statistics are highly sim-
ilar. Briefly, on average 151 chromosomes were sequenced over 12
populations of C. grandiflora, and 86 (haploid number) chromosomes
were sequenced over 13 populations of C. rubella. Genetic diversity is
reduced in C. rubella compared with C. grandiflora (total sites p ¼
0.007 and 0.005, synonymous sites p ¼ 0.021 and 0.013, and average
number of haplotypes per locus ¼ 38.3 and 4.23 for the total datasets
of C. grandiflora and C. rubella, respectively). Tajima’s D for the total
datasets are 21.15 and 0.71 (20.52 and 0.73 for synonymous) for
C. grandiflora and C. rubella, respectively, suggesting population ex-
pansion in C. grandiflora and a population bottleneck in C. rubella.

The results from clustering analysis in STRUCTURE generally
agreed well with our expectations based on geography and previous
analysis on a subset of these populations (St. Onge et al. 2011). In C.
grandiflora, the clustering analysis supports the presence of three ge-
netic clusters and the populations that have been added cluster with
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one or two of the neighboring original populations (for clustering and
the plot of DK over the number of clusters, see Figure S1 and Figure S2;
for plots of LnP(D) over K, see File S1). In general, geographically close
populations are inferred to belong to the same genetic clusters. How-
ever, as the sample sizes of some populations are low, we have limited
power to detect additional genetic clusters containing only such pop-
ulations. At values of K¼ 4 and greater, admixture is added (Figure S2).

As in St. Onge et al. (2011), the clustering analysis in C. rubella
shows a large amount of admixture, and populations 22, 23, 49 and 50
show low levels of admixture (Figure S2). At the most likely number
of genetic clusters (K ¼ 6, Figure S2) and also for other values of K,
population 6 is genetically similar to the geographically close popula-
tion 50, whereas populations 3, 35, 39, and 4 show a high level of
admixture.

The average FST over all loci and all populations were 0.14 and 0.54
in C. grandiflora and C. rubella, respectively. Permutation tests (1000

permutations) showed that both values are significantly different from
zero (P , 0.01).

Summary statistics
In both species, there was an increase in the average number of
segregating sites from local to pooled to scattered sampling (4.1, 6.8,
and 8.0 in C. rubella, and 9.9, 11.1, and 11.5 in C. grandiflora for local,
pooled, and scattered, respectively, Figure 2). A similar increase is also
observed in Watterson’s estimate of u, which is a direct function of S,
and for p. In C. grandiflora, the differences between the three sam-
pling schemes were not very pronounced, with overlapping interquar-
tile ranges between local and pooled or pooled and scattered, but not
between the local and scattered sampling schemes (paired t-test, P .
0.05 for all test). Differences were greater between the C. rubella
sampling types, where interquartile ranges were not overlapping be-
tween any of the sampling schemes (paired t-tests, P . 0.05 for all

Figure 2 Box plots of summary
statistics averaged over all loci
for the different sampling strat-
egies: number of segregating
sites, S (top row); nucleotide
diversity, p (middle row); and
Watterson’s estimate of the
population mutation rate, uW
(bottom row). Statistics are
shown for both total site and
synonymous sites. Gray lines in-
dicate the average value for the
total dataset. An asterisk (�) indi-
cates total dataset values that
lie far outside the range of the
figure; these values are 30.5
and 13.7 for S in C. grandiflora
for total sites and synonymous
sites, respectively. Each box
plot is calculated using n ¼ 4,
boxes range the upper and
lower quartiles, the bold line
indicates the median value,
and whiskers indicate 1.5 times
the quartile range.
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tests except for local sampling values of S, u, and p, which are signif-
icantly different from those of scattered and pooled sampling).

The average number of singletons also tends to increase from local
to pooled to scattered samples, although this trend is less apparent
than the increasing trend of the diversity statistics discussed above. In
C. grandiflora, the average number of singletons of the scattered sam-
ples is actually slightly lower than the estimate of the pooled sampling.
No great differences are seen between sampling strategies in C. rubella
(Figure S4). Note that, for comparison, the average number of single-
tons was calculated for total sites due to a lack of data in C. rubella
synonymous dataset.

The average Tajima’s D is not strongly affected by the sampling
strategies in either species. In C. rubella average Tajima’s D values are
positive (0.53, 0.99, and 0.53 for local, pooled, and scattered samplings,
respectively), whereas all estimates of average Tajima’s D are negative
(20.36, 20.43, and 20.50 for local, pooled, and scattered samplings,
respectively) in C. grandiflora. The distribution of Tajima’s D estimates
becomes narrower in the scattered sampling in C. rubella (Figure 3).
Similar patterns were observed for Fu and Li’s D (data not shown).

Also note that, because we used total diversity in these analyses,
Tajima’s D may be partly influenced by purifying selection on non-
synonymous sites (Slotte et al. 2010; Zeng and Charlesworth 2011).
Indeed, although the same subtle trend of decreasing Tajima’s D is
apparent in C. grandiflora when considering just synonymous sites,
the average values of Tajima’s D tend to be closer to zero (Figure 3).

In comparing the summary statistics of the subsamples to the total
dataset, which is a mixed dataset with many individuals sampled in
some locations and few in others (Table S1), we find that for all
statistics, the scattered sample of C. grandiflora is closest to the total
dataset. Diversity is increased in the total dataset, and Tajima’s D is
more negative than under any of the three sampling schemes (21.15).
For C. rubella, the comparison is not so straightforward; the number
of segregating sites is larger in the total dataset, whereas the number of
singletons is smaller than in the subsamples. This seems intuitive,
considering the selfing habit of the species: as we increase the number
of sampled populations, we increase the amount of variation we sam-
ple, and as we increase the number of individuals sampled per pop-
ulation, we increase the chance of sampling the same haplotype
multiple times, thereby reducing the number of singletons. It follows
that the estimates of uW and p for the pooled samples are closest to
those of the total dataset, whereas the estimates of Tajima’s D in the
local and scattered samples are closest to that of the total dataset
(Table S2, Table S3 and Figures 2 and 3).

ABC analysis
To further investigate the robustness of the demographic inference, we
conducted simulations using an Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC, Lopes and Beaumont 2010) approach described in St. Onge
et al. (2011) on all 12 subsampled datasets in both species. Four
models were tested: (i) a standard neutral model (SNM), (ii) a popu-
lation expansion model (PEM), (iii) an instant population size change
model (ICM), and (iv) a bottleneck model (BNM).

In C. rubella, this analysis supports a recent and strong reduction
in population size (ICM or BNM models) in all four subsamples of all
three sampling strategies (Table 2), clearly demonstrating that the
signature of the bottleneck at speciation in C. rubella is stronger than
any effect that the sampling strategy may have. Because the acceptance
rate was 0.0 for the SNM for all analyses, raw acceptance rates are
presented rather than Bayes factors. From the instant change model,
point estimates of effective population size, date of population size
change, and the ancient population size ranged from 6000 to 26,000
individuals, from 8000 to 204,000 years ago, and from 5 to 31 times
larger than the current size, respectively. Overall, these results suggest
that major demographic events may simply overpower the effects of
the sampling strategy. Posterior probability curves for these parame-
ters are given in File S2.

In all 12 subsamples in C. grandiflora, probabilities of the three
models are very similar (Table 3) and would give Bayes factors no
larger than three in any subsample. This supports previous studies
(Foxe et al. 2009; St. Onge et al. 2011) that find either no strong
departure from the standard neutral model or evidence of weak ex-
pansion in C. grandiflora, and it also demonstrates that sampling
strategy does not alter this conclusion. Posterior probability curves
for this analysis are given in File S3.

Note that the main purpose of the ABC analysis here is to see
whether different conclusions would be drawn under different
sampling schemes and not to identify the model with the best fit to
our data, as demography in these two species has previously been the
focus of several independent studies (Foxe et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2009;
St. Onge et al. 2011)

Simulations
Figure 4 gives the mean of simulated Tajima’s D values under the
three sampling schemes as a function of gene flow (4N0m) and as-
suming an equilibrium stepping-stone model equivalent to Städler
et al. (2009) (Figure 1A). The number of loci was equal to 16 in Figure
4A. In Figure 4B–F, the number of loci is doubled for each plot from

Figure 3 Box plots of Tajima’s
D averaged over all loci for dif-
ferent sampling strategies in
C. grandiflora and C. rubella.
Statistics are shown for both to-
tal site and synonymous sites.
Gray lines indicate the average
value for the total dataset. Each
box plot is calculated using n ¼
4, boxes range the upper and
lower quartiles, the bold line
indicates the median value,
and whiskers indicate 1.5 times
the quartile range.
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panel B to panel F. Our estimate of FST is equal to 0.54 in C. rubella.
An FST of 0.54 corresponds approximately to a value of 4Nm ¼ 1
under aWright islandequilibriummodel [FST¼ 1/(4Nm+1)].However,
C. rubella does not follow an equilibriummodel and instead, likemany
other selfers, most likely went through bottlenecks during coloniza-
tion (St. Onge et al. 2011). An FST of 0.54 will therefore likely be
obtained for a proportionally higher number of migrants (as there is
more drift within populations) than under an equilibrium model,
making our estimate of migration upwardly biased. Therefore, we
expect that for a species at equilibrium, the same FST value would
be obtained for a lower level of migration and a 4Nm of slightly less
than 1. If we then consider the 4Nm values between 0.5 and 1 in
Figure 4A, we see that there is a good qualitative fit with the C. rubella
data: the local and pooled samplings yield similar values of Tajima’s D,
and the scattered sampling yields a somewhat lower value although the
difference is not significant. It is therefore clear that a simple model
with divergence among subpopulations can explain at least part of
the deviation from expectations under the standard neutral model
(Tajima’s D ¼ 0 under neutral expectations) observed in Tajima’s D
inC. rubella. Note that the effect of sampling becomes clear only when
the number of loci is approximately 100.

According to the results of Städler et al. (2009), it is possible to get
a negative Tajima’s D under some circumstances with local and
pooled sampling using a model combining expansion and population

structure. To explore which parameter values of the global expansion
model will produce simulations with Tajima’s D values similar to the
observed values of Tajima’s D in our C. grandiflora dataset, we used
Sampling v.0.5 to draw contour plots of Tajima’s D for different values
of the time at which population expansion started (t) and of the
population expansion factor (b) under local and pooled samplings.
We assumed an island model with 20 demes and 16 loci, 4Nm ¼ 6
and u ¼ 4, which correspond roughly to the values per locus in C.
grandiflora. The number of chromosomes sampled in single demes
was 12, and the number of chromosome in the pooled sample was 48.
The contour plots are given in Figure 5. The observed mean values of
Tajima’s D for C. grandiflora are 20.44 and 20.49 for the local and
pooled sampling strategies, respectively. Such values can be obtained
for relatively low values of t (,10) and moderate values of b (.2 in
pooled and .6 in local; Figure 5).

When local population growth was added to the global expansion
model, negative Tajima’s D values are obtained for both local and
scattered sampling schemes under low migration and not only under
the scattered sampling strategy (Figure 6A). Thus, if there is within-
deme expansion, it can be detected by within-deme sampling, but this
local expansion signal becomes obscured with pooled sampling. Con-
versely, this within-deme local sampling is not sufficient to detect
global expansion if local samples are experiencing bottlenecking as
a result of subdivision, as is the case in the Städler et al. (2009)

n Table 3 Probabilities for the models in tested C. grandiflora

Model Subsample 1 Subsample 2 Subsample 3 Subsample 4

Local sampling
Standard neutral model 0.023906 0.021943 0.024364 0.017462
Population expansion model 0.025716 0.021559 0.023288 0.024967
Bottleneck model 0.030185 0.034777 0.036350 0.035327

Pooled sampling
Standard neutral model 0.022127 0.019107 0.025184 0.018780
Population expansion model 0.021171 0.023279 0.024462 0.023276
Bottleneck model 0.021300 0.038277 0.032474 0.041330

Scattered sampling
Standard neutral model 0.022910 0.018927 0.030752 0.019591
Population expansion model 0.065575 0.021527 0.024750 0.024492
Bottleneck model 0.039082 0.017925 0.021514 0.022461

ABC analysis (Lopes and Beaumont 2010) was used in each species on all four subsamples across all three sampling strategies. Probabilities
correspond to the proportion of accepted simulations with an acceptance threshold of 0.05. Analyses are based on synonymous sites.

n Table 2 Probabilities for the models tested in C. rubella

Model Subsample 1 Subsample 2 Subsample 3 Subsample 4

Local sampling
Standard neutral model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Population expansion model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Instant size change model 0.001052 0.000004 0.000152 0.000120
Bottleneck model 0.000004 0.000004 0.0 0.0

Pooled sampling
Standard neutral model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Population expansion model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Instant size change model 0.000836 0.000260 0.001088 0.000056
Bottleneck model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000044

Scattered sampling
Standard neutral model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Population expansion model 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Instant size change model 0.000292 0.001120 0.000436 0.000356
Bottleneck model 0.0 0.000020 0.000012 0.000096

ABC analysis (Lopes and Beaumont 2010) was used in each species on all four subsamples across all three sampling strategies. Probabilities
correspond to the proportion of accepted simulations with an acceptance threshold of 0.05. Analyses are based on total sites.
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expansion model. Importantly, this only holds for strongly subdivided
populations, as the three sampling schemes lead to similar values of
Tajima’s D at intermediate and high migration rates (above 4Nm ¼ 5
or 10).

When a simple hierarchical structure is added to the model, the
scattered and pooled sampling strategies lead to similar and positive
values of Tajima’s D, whereas for low migration rates, the local sam-
pling strategy leads to values close to zero (Figure 6B). For higher
levels of migration (4Nm . 2), again the three sampling strategies
give similar results. Thus, at high or intermediate levels of migration,

the estimation of Tajima’s D is not largely affected by the sampling
strategy if there is either expansion within subpopulations or a hierar-
chical structure.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we evaluated the impact of different sampling
strategies on summary statistics of the site frequency spectrum and on
ABC analyses in two related species with different mating systems and
demographic histories. C. rubella is a young species that experienced
a severe bottleneck when it derived from C. grandiflora (Foxe et al.

Figure 4 Tajima’s D (DT) as a function of gene flow (4N0m) in an equilibrium stepping-stone model (without expansion). Simulations were run with
SAMPLING v0.5 in which every plotted point is the average based on 1000 independently generated datasets and vertical lines are standard errors.
In panel A, we assumed 20 demes and 16 loci, the number of loci used in the present study. Panels B–F are the same as panel A with increasing
number of loci 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512. See text for further details.

Figure 5 Contour plots showing average values
of Tajima’s D (DT) obtained in simulations
designed to mimic the empirical data from
C. grandiflora. (A) Single deme samples (n ¼ 12
sequences) and (B) pooled samples (n ¼ 48
sequences). We assumed an island model with
20 demes, 4Nm ¼ 6, u ¼ 4. The contours dis-
cussed in the text in relation to the C. grandiflora
dataset are highlighted with gray.
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2009; Guo et al. 2009; St. Onge et al. 2011), and it is geographically
structured (St. Onge et al. 2011). In contrast, C. grandiflora experi-
enced some limited population growth but showed no evidence of
bottleneck (St. Onge et al. 2011). Its population genetic structure is
clear, but the amount of population subdivision is low. The two
species should therefore constitute a good empirical ground to test
the relevance of the results presented by Städler et al. (2009), who
showed that pooled sampling yielded values of the summary statistics
that are intermediate between those of the local and scattered sam-
pling schemes. Our interest was also in the possibility that, rather than
simply viewing sampling as an “artifact,” looking at the effects of
different sampling schemes on polymorphism patterns may actually
provide important insights into demographic history. We reached two
main conclusions. First, the trends across the three sampling schemes
in our results fit quite well with the predictions of Städler et al. (2009).
Second, the effect of the sampling schemes on the summary statistics,
and the conclusions drawn from them, seem limited in the range of
population structure and demographic history encompassed by the
two species studied here, even though the expected trends in summary
statistics over sampling schemes are clear. Below we discuss both
aspects, and in the last section, we attempt to give some general
conclusions.

The overall trend observed in this dataset is that diversity increases
from local to pooled to scattered sampling (Figure 2), even though the
sample size remains the same. That the sampling of more subpopu-
lations results in the identification of more polymorphisms and larger
differences among sequences is, of course, not surprising. Per defini-
tion, population structure implies that individuals within a subpopu-
lation are more similar to each other than to individuals in other
subpopulations. This trend of increasing variation with the number
of subpopulations sampled is also expected to be stronger in selfing
than in outcrossing species as, at equilibrium, population structure is
expected to be more pronounced in the former than in the latter and
a larger part of the variation is therefore due to population differences.
In concordance with this, we observe a stronger increase in diversity
(S, uW, p) in C. rubella than in C. grandiflora (Figure 2). Both theo-
retical and empirical studies indicate that more singletons or rare
alleles should be present in samples from many populations than from
few (Ptak and Przeworski 2002; De and Durrett 2007). However, we
did not observe a significant pattern in this direction for C. rubella,
even though there is a significant trend in the other diversity statistics
(Figure 2). This could perhaps be explained by the very low number of
singletons in this species and a fairly large variance due to the severity
of the population bottleneck.

Population structure and bottleneck explain Tajima’s D
in C. rubella

Simulations showed that a simple model with divergence among
subpopulations can explain at least part of the deviation from
expectations under the standard neutral model observed in Tajima’s
D in C. rubella. So, is the inference of a population bottleneck in
C. rubella incorrect? It is quite clear from other evidence that this is
not the case. Three studies that used different population genetic
approaches and sampling strategies, all concluded that C. rubella
has gone through a bottleneck (Foxe et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2009;
St. Onge et al. 2011). However, they all used variations on the pooled
sampling strategy and theoretical studies suggest that the best way to
avoid, or at least minimize, the problem of sampling in a structured
population is to use only a single sample from each population (Stä-
dler et al. 2009; Chikhi et al. 2010). We see in Figure 3 that even with
the scattered sampling Tajima’s D is different from zero. In addition,
the ABC analysis with different sampling strategies led to the same
conclusion strongly suggesting that the deviation from the standard
neutral model is not only due to population structure.

Population expansions could explain part of the
deviation in Tajima’s D in C. grandiflora

In C. grandiflora, all three sampling strategies result in negative Taji-
ma’s D (Figure 3). A negative Tajima’s D is not expected with any
sampling strategy if the model only includes population structure (De
and Durrett 2007; Städler et al. 2009). However, if a model includes
both population structure and expansion, overall negative Tajima’s D
values are expected under some circumstances (Städler et al. 2009).

Simulations showed that relatively low values of the time since
expansion t (,10) and moderate values of the expansion factor b

(.2 in pooled and .6 in local) can lead to values of Tajima’s D
observed in C. grandiflora. A t ¼ 2, for example, corresponds to an
expansion 8N0 generations ago, or an expansion starting about 2.5–4
Mya, assuming N0 ¼ 300,000-500,000 and b ¼ 6, which corresponds
to a 6-fold increase of the ancestral population size. This seems con-
sistent with the results of St. Onge et al. (2011) that detected no
departure from the standard neutral model or evidence of limited
population expansion in the three C. grandiflora clusters. Also the
ABC analysis (Tables 2 and 3) indicates no strong departure from
the standard neutral model, as probabilities across models for each
subsample are very similar and none would confer a Bayes factor
above 3 (Kass and Raftery 1995), which normally leads, because of
convenience, to the acceptance of the simplest model. Compared with
C. rubella, C. grandiflora is clearly much closer to the standard neutral

Figure 6 Averages of Tajima’s D (DT) as a function of
migration rates between demes in a model including
both species-wide expansion (b ¼ 10, t ¼ 2) and growth
within demes (A) or hierarchical structure (B). As in Fig-
ure 2 in Städler et al. (2009), simulations were run with
SAMPLING v0.5 and every plotted point is based on 1000
independently generated datasets, corresponding to
1000 unlinked loci; error bars represent standard errors.
In panel A, the exponential growth rate within each
deme was a ¼ 25.We simulated a Wright island model
with 100 demes without recombination. In panel B,
demes 1 to 50 merge into one deme and demes 51
to 100 into another one at time t ¼ 1, and then the
two remaining demes merge into a single ancestral
deme at time t ¼ 2. At each stage, we assume a Wright
island model with no recombination.
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model, and strong inferences about its demographic history are there-
fore more difficult to make. In such cases, it is possible that also a weak
effect of sampling strategy could lead to erroneous conclusions. In our
case, there is a trend toward higher probabilities for the bottleneck
model under local and pooled sampling, which is absent with the
scattered sampling (Tables 2 and 3). This is in line with the results
of Chikhi et al. (2010) that population structure can result in false
bottleneck signals. With higher power, the effect of sampling may
overcome the weak demographic signal in C. grandiflora.

The effects of background selection in C. grandiflora are clear
when comparing the synonymous and total sites Tajima’s D values
(Figure 3). Tajima’s D in all three sampling schemes is closer to zero
when considering only synonymous sites. This change is not seen in
C. rubella; although the Tajima’s D values change somewhat between
the total sites data and synonymous data, the values remain near 0.5
(Figure 3). This is likely a result of the enormous difference in effective
population sizes between the two species. The effective population size
of C. grandiflora is estimated to be at least an order of magnitude
higher than that of C. rubella (Foxe et al. 2009, St. Onge et al. 2011,
2012). Accordingly, studies of the difference in selective effects in these
species have demonstrated efficient positive and purifying selection in
C. grandiflora (Slotte et al. 2010) and a diminished efficiency of se-
lection in C. rubella (Qiu et al. 2011). It is possible that part or all of
the weak expansion signal we detect in C.grandiflora is a results of
background selection on codon usage bias, which would affect syn-
onymous sites (Qiu et al. 2011).

Sampling effect on Tajima’s D is limited with few loci
A difference between the simulations described above and those in
Städler et al. (2009) is the number of simulated loci. The simulations
of Städler et al. (2009) were based on 1000 unlinked loci (independent
replicates), whereas our empirical tests used only 13–16 loci, and in
our simulations we varied the number of loci. We wanted to make the
simulations comparable not only with our empirical data but also with
other studies. Even though sequencing data are increasingly easy and
inexpensive to accumulate, most studies on nonmodel species are still
conducted using a limited number of loci. As a lower number of loci
naturally results in lower power, what might be seen as an important
significant effect at 1000 loci might not be so at 10 or 20. The lack of
significant differences between the different sampling strategies ob-
served in our study (Figure 4) and previous empirical studies may thus
simply reflect the low number of loci used (Li et al. 2010; Wheat et al.
2010), suggesting that even though sampling can definitely have an
impact in structured populations, it might not be crucial when the
number of loci is low and will in several cases be overpowered by the
effect of demography. This is demonstrated in our simulations in
which we observe a large amount of variation in Tajima’s D at lower
numbers of loci, and the estimations of Tajima’s D with different
sampling strategies are largely overlapping. This pattern is found in
simulations with 16 and 32 loci and, to a lesser extent, at a higher
number of loci (Figure 4).

Hierarchical structure and expansion
within subpopulations
We found that simple departures from the models implemented by
Städler et al. (2009) altered the conclusions. For example, with the
inclusion of expansion within demes as well as global expansion, the
power to detect expansion with local samples increases and negative
Tajima’s D is expected at lower levels of migration (4Nm , 5; Figure
6A). In the simulations by Städler et al. (2009) that only included
global expansion, Tajima’s D is expected to be near zero or positive for

the same levels of migration; in other words, local sampling is detect-
ing signals only at a local level in strongly subdivided populations. In
general, when we add local expansion or hierarchical structure to the
global expansion model of Städler et al. (2009), the differences among
the three different sampling strategies decrease at higher migration
rates. At 4Nm above 10 in the local expansion model or 2 in the
hierarchical model, the three sampling strategies result in very similar
values of Tajima’s D. The range of populations to which this could
apply should be rather large, as a migration rate of 4Nm ¼ 2 or above
should correspond to an FST between 0 and 0.33 at equilibrium. FST,
or GST, in this range is very common among outcrossers (Hamrick
and Godt 1996; Nybom and Bartish 2000; Nybom 2004).

In the same vein, we note that the many-deme model may not
always be appropriate; for example, STRUCTURE analysis of C. gran-
diflora provides evidence for only three major regional clusters, with
no evidence in the present case of further clustering within regions. If
this is accurate, “scattered” samples combining more “populations”
within a region may rather be the equivalent of increasing the sam-
pling within populations. If we would want true scattered sampling
from genetically differentiated populations in this species, we would
have to be content with a very low sample size, in this case, three. Even
if there are more than three genetic populations, perhaps in
unsampled regions or in regions where low sample sizes limit the
power to detect new genetic clusters, the number of clusters is most
likely small, as we have sampled a rather large part of the geographic
distribution of C. grandiflora. The case of C. grandiflora exemplifies
two potentially problematic aspects of using scattered sampling in
natural populations. First, without prior information, it can be easy
to design a scattered sampling scheme that turns out to be a pooled
sampling scheme if you consider genetic populations. Second, if you
want to base your sampling scheme on population genetic structure,
you need a good dense sampling to have the power to detect the
population genetic structure, and only then can you pick a smaller
subsample according to the scattered sampling scheme.

CONCLUSIONS
Both the empirical data, based on two datasets with markedly different
population structure and demographic history, and the simulated data
presented here suggest that the effect of sampling on the site frequency
spectrum is limited in many cases. For instance, if populations have
experienced large changes in demography, such as the recent large
change in population size in C. rubella, the effect of demography
overpowers the effect of sampling. In addition, the effect of sampling
is expected to be small if migration is not too limited (FST between
0 and 0.33) and there is a hierarchical population structure or local
expansion (Figure 6), which should be common in natural popula-
tions. Additionally, the number of sequenced loci is important; as our
simulations show the effect of sampling is low in datasets with ,60
loci (Figure 4).

However, it might not always be easy to determine if sampling
strategy will have an impact, as many of the factors determining this
are not known in advance. In some parts of the parameter space under
the models explored here, sampling will definitely have a large effect
on Tajima’s D and, consequently, on inferences of population history
or selection. Examples of what factors are important are not only the
presence of expansion or population structure per se, but also the form
of expansion (within deme or increase in the number of demes), the
amount of population differentiation (migration rate), and type of
population structure (island model/hierarchical model), and these
factors are generally not prior knowledge. Thus. the results of Städler
et al. (2009) may not invalidate the conclusions of earlier empirical
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studies, but they certainly encourage caution when choosing a sam-
pling strategy.

To conclude, even though we failed to detect an effect of sampling
on the site frequency spectrum as strong as that suggested by earlier
theoretical studies, we are not advocating the neglect of sampling
issues. We would, however, like to caution against using only
a scattered sampling strategy. Only a good coverage of the natural
range, using both within- and between-population samples and a large
number of loci, are likely to lead to reliable inferences of species
population structure and demographic history and, thereby, to correct
conclusions on adaptation and the evolutionary history of the species,
especially in species having experienced recent range expansions (e.g.
Colautti et al. 2010). In fact, our simulation analyses highlight that
contrasting diversity patterns with different sampling strategies can be
quite useful when distinguishing equilibrium population structure
with gene flow from nonequilibrium patterns of divergence and pop-
ulation size change. Future studies should further investigate how the
patterns from multiple sampling strategies might be built into coales-
cent approaches fitting demographic models. Also, in species that are
likely to have experienced significant intensity of selection, it would be
better to restrict the analysis to the sites that are less likely to have
been under purifying selection, such as synonymous sites or noncod-
ing sequences far from genes. With the falling cost of genomic surveys,
it will be easier to reach those goals, even in nonmodel species.
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